7 Things

You Need to Know About

Mid-level Donors

Thirteen years of research and practice have uncovered critical
insights about mid-level donors: Who are they? How should we
communicate with them? How do we secure a gift? We’re about to
share with you our discoveries on mid-level donors, their importance
in future major gifts, and the revolutionary approach that is proven to
produce unprecedented results.
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THE DONOR SOMBRERO
The donor pyramid is all too familiar to fundraising professionals—it is the simple
framework that represents successful donor cultivation, and our ultimate goal of upgrading
and retaining donors into higher levels of giving. Top donors give major gifts, the general
masses contribute annual support, and between those two is an area we call mid-level
giving.
Former President Bill Clinton recently spoke
What is a mid-level donor?
at an AFP conference in Chicago, sharing
The definition of a mid-level donor varies among
his challenges in fundraising for the Clinton
organizations, but generally speaking, an individual
Library. He noted that the vast majority of
who contributes $1,000 to $25,000 annually is
contributions were donations from the
considered a mid-level donor.
bottom of the pyramid, or large gifts of
$500,000 or more from those at the top. But there weren’t many donations in between.
This isn’t unheard of in fundraising, but do you really think that it’s because people only
want to give at the bottom or the top?
The reality is that too many organizations focus only on the top and bottom of the donor
pyramid, lacking an intentional focus on developing the middle. When this happens,
the pyramid loses shape—and thus, its purpose—and becomes what we call the “donor
sombrero.”

The Giving Gap
A lack of focus on cultivating the donor
group between the wide base of annual
fund contributors and the smaller core
of major-gift donors, resulting in a
collapsed donor pyramid.

Major
Gifts

Annual Fund

Why is it that so many organizations lack a focused mid-level giving strategy?
Here are a few common reasons:
4 “
 There’s too much opportunity at the top of the pyramid. It isn’t cost-effective
for major gift officers to give personal attention to mid-level prospects.”
4 “
 We already receive a few mid-tier gifts through other channels like mail
and phone. We just don’t have the manpower to tackle the mid-tier.”
4 “
 We want to improve mid-level giving but we just don’t know where to
start.”
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THE BIG SECRET
Mid-level giving isn’t just a source of giving for today; it is a cultivation strategy for the
major donors of tomorrow. There is a cost-effective way to secure mid-level commitments
today and develop the pipeline for future major donors: well-trained development officers
making personalized, face-to-face visits with prospects who have a high likelihood of
giving, and securing mid-level, multi-year giving commitments. Most organizations have
a rich source of untapped opportunity in the middle of the pyramid that they overlook.
The middle of your pyramid holds valuable opportunity, but getting results requires an
informed strategy and specific knowledge about your mid-level prospect pool.

Here are seven things you need to know
about your mid-level donors:
1 They look like low-level donors.
Many organizations focus major giving efforts on donors who are above the $50,000 mark.
And for those who fall below that threshold, nonprofits tend to apply a general annual
fund communications strategy. If you could identify the low-level donors and nondonors in
your file who have the propensity and capability to contribute at a higher level, would you
continue to lump them into your annual fund communications strategy? Identifying these
prospects is the first step in a cost-effective mid-level giving strategy. Which prospects
display a high affinity and interest toward your organization? Who is most capable to
make these gifts? What kind of information do you collect about your constituents?
Some of our clients that have been most
Donor Profiling
successful with this program have been
Identifying and prioritizing prospects with a higher
Greek organizations. This is because Greek
likelihood of giving based on affinity (behavioral
fraternities and foundations are memberdata), capacity (wealth data), and past giving
based, and therefore tend to be very diligent
behavior (RFM)
and disciplined in keeping records. They also
engage with their members on a consistent basis. Nonprofits of all shapes and sizes
can learn a valuable lesson from Greek organizations—intentionally engaging your
constituency generates wealthy piles of behavioral interest data with every point of
communication. When that data is collected and analyzed properly, it can be used to
inform the prospecting process. Prioritizing prospects based on affinity (behavioral data),
capacity (wealth data), and past giving behavior (RFM) is what we call donor profiling.
Bottom line: The intelligence we get from donor profiling is invaluable because
it allows us to identify prospects with a higher likelihood of giving.
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2 They may have never donated to your organization
before—on any level.
One of the statistics that continues to drop jaws is the rate of new donor acquisition that
we have seen: A whopping 70 percent of mid-level gifts secured through the face-to-face
strategy were from nondonors. Why would so many individuals who had never made a
gift now be inclined to make a significant mid-level commitment? The reasons can differ
depending on organization and donor, but the vast majority of new mid-level donors were
identified through donor profiling to have a high level of affinity and the financial capacity
to give.
Bottom line: Don’t overlook your nondonors. They may be your biggest
prospect pool.

3 They will give on the first ask.
Even for new donors, we have seen a very high rate of securing gifts on the very first ask.
In fact, out of the 17,000 prospects we have identified and visited, 41 percent of them have
signed a multi-year giving commitment. Consider that statistic—a 41 percent close rate in
asking for any size gift is simply astounding. What we have learned is that mid-level gifts
do not require a dozen “moves” and several years of cultivation. To secure a gift on the
first ask, you need to ensure that you have intelligently identified the top prospects, and
that you have a trained development officer who can conduct the right conversation that
leads to a gift.
Bottom line: Securing commitments on the first ask requires the right
conversation with the right prospect.

4 T
 hey need to hear a different message than low-level donors
and major donors.
When you continue to treat low-level donors only as lower tier prospects, you’re overlooking
a pool of donors who will respond to personal attention—a pool of donors who may not
be aware of their own impact. Organizations must take an active stance to drive low-level
donors to the middle of the pyramid—and engage them with the right message. Mid-level
prospects won’t come knocking on your door on their own because they haven’t been
shown that they are of great importance to the organization. You can choose to continue
communicating with them like you would your lower tier prospects—with minor nods to
personalization—but you’re losing your chance to fill the mid-level giving gap and your
future major gifts pipeline.
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“

I’m impressed by this new program
of talking with mid-level contributors.

I never pictured myself as
somebody who warranted the
personal attention, but it sure
made a difference today.
the Association success with meeting
your goals. “

“

I sincerely wish you and the rest of

– Anonymous donor,

The Association of Former Students, Texas A&M University
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Organizations must take an active stance to drive low-level
donors to the middle of the pyramid—and engage them
with the right message.
It seems like it would be easy to deploy major gift officers to make mid-level visits, but
it’s important to know that the mid-level giving conversation needs to be targeted to
mid-level prospects, and that is much different than the conversations major gift officers
should have with their prospects. Plus, major gift officers are expensive and there’s simply
too much opportunity at the top of the pyramid to make it a cost-effective effort.
Woody Allen once said that 85 percent of success is in showing up, but you need more
than that when fundraising for the middle of the pyramid. Face-to-face engagement is
key, but what you say is just as critical as actually being there.
In our early years, we learned how important it is to hire the right people to make mid-level
visits. A development officer can be great at getting face-to-face meetings with prospects,
but if they can’t conduct the right conversation that leads to a gift, you’ve lost another
valuable opportunity. It is vital that the conversation drives and opens the door for the
donor to be responsive. It takes intensive training and ongoing support for officers to
successfully engage a prospect, especially a nondonor, and compel them to make a gift.
 ottom line: Interaction via print and email won’t win them over; they need faceB
to-face attention to show them their value. Mid-level gift officers must be able to
convey the case in a compelling, action-oriented manner to get meaningful results.

5 They will give a significant gift if you have the right system in place.
The development officers we deploy for our clients are trained to secure multiyear
commitments that are paid via credit card on a monthly basis. Monthly giving is a valuable
behavior that shows ongoing commitment to your organization. Furthermore, it is an
effective way to lift donors and encourage them to upgrade their contributions. Consider
this: An organization decides to offer a premium only to donors who will write a check for
$500 or more. What if they were to give away the premium to anyone willing to make a
monthly commitment of $75 or more over the next three years?
You think you can’t ask a young donor for a significant gift? Think again. Our average gift
commitment across the board exceeds $2,000—and that’s just the initial engagement. If
you have a system in place to process automatic monthly credit card transactions, monthly
giving commitments can be extremely valuable for your mid-level program.
 ottom line: Asking for multiyear commitments fulfilled in monthly payments is
B
an effective way to upgrade low-level donors because it makes contributing a
mid-level gift an easier and more comfortable financial decision.
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6 T
 hey are typically supporting between three and seven
other organizations.
With so many other organizations competing for your donor’s dollar, it is increasingly
important to engage and connect your constituency beyond typical donor communications.
To engage donors in mid-level giving, you need to be one of their top three charitable
priorities. You need to move even further up their list if you hope to build your major
giving pipeline. So how do you do that? Build a personal relationship. Show them that
you’re willing to meet with them in person. Do you think they’re being visited by their alma
mater, or any other organization, when they’re not a major donor?
 ottom line: Direct, personalized attention in a cost-efficient manner will help
B
propel your organization into their top three organizations—which is where you
need to be.

7 They represent a base of future major donors.
Mid-level giving is a cultivation strategy that can lead to major gifts. It is important that
you view your mid-level donors as future major donors, because the relationship that you
establish today can serve to position your prospects to be major donors down the road.
You can’t expect donors to lift their giving from $100 to $100,000 without the intentional
cultivation that larger gifts require. Donors with high financial capacity (and major giving
potential) may view a mid-level gift as a comfortable entry point—and are much more
likely to take that step if they are cultivated within a personal relationship.
Nonprofit organizations often fall into the bad habit of treating donors as numbers,
especially in the context of a churn kind of program. Even if you do receive some mid-level
gifts with a churn-driven strategy, you can cross those donors off your future major donors
list. Moving donors upward from the middle of the pyramid requires intentional cultivation
and personal relationship building that typical churn programs lack. With every point of
contact, you have to keep this in mind: It’s all about the relationship.
Bottom line: Be sincere about developing a relationship from the starting point
through mid-level gifts and you will cultivate a future base of major donors.
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“

Bill Clinton’s keynote remark about the donor pyramid is on point, but for those of us
in philanthropy that have struggled to retain and upgrade donors and fill the major
giving pipeline, it isn’t a groundbreaking revelation. The groundbreaking revelation is
that the middle of the pyramid is empty not because of donor behavior, but because
we keep it empty. There are mid-level donors that we are burying in the bottom of
the pyramid with our annual fund letters and mass solicitations, but they don’t belong
there. They belong in the middle of the pyramid--and someday, the top.

Moving donors upward from the
middle of the pyramid requires

intentional cultivation and personal

“

relationship building that typical
churn programs lack.

With every point of contact,
you have to keep this in mind:
It’s all about the relationship.
LOLA MAUER is Lead Consultant at Pursuant. She spent seven years at University of
South Carolina and served as the Director of Annual Giving, before joining Pursuant in
2011. She can be reached at Lola.Mauer@pursuantgroup.com.
PURSUANT® offers a complete range of fundraising and marketing communications
services covering the entire donor relationship pyramid. Pursuant serves a wide range
of outstanding nonprofit organizations including those in healthcare, health & human
services, institutes of higher education, faith-based organizations, and conservative
political entities.
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C onc l u sion
A mid-level giving strategy will add shape and function back to your donor pyramid,
helping you lift low-level donors as well as build your pipeline of major donors. Doing
this cost-effectively requires intelligent identification of prospects, trained mid-level
development officers who can close, and a compelling case for support. Easier said than
done, right? For organizations that have the donor sombrero problem, it can be difficult
to uncover their rich untapped opportunity because they are typically not equipped with
the expertise and/or staff to implement this strategy. In fact, that’s the very reason why
our clients partner with us. The good news is that if you’re one of these donor sombrero
organizations, you can start making progress now by educating yourself on mid-level
donors. In 13 years of practice, our organizations that have had the most dramatic success
with this program have had three things in common. That is, they:
1

 anted a cost-effective way to bridge the top and bottom of
W
the pyramid.

2

Made an organization-wide commitment to mid-level giving as a
focused part of their program.

3

Adhered to the principles of the strategy.

Bill Clinton’s keynote remark about the donor pyramid is on point, but for those of us in
philanthropy who have struggled to retain and upgrade donors and fill the major giving
pipeline, it isn’t a groundbreaking revelation. The groundbreaking revelation is that the
middle of the pyramid is empty not because of donor behavior, but because we keep it
empty. There are mid-level donors we are burying in the bottom of the pyramid with our
annual fund letters and mass solicitations, but they don’t belong there. They belong in the
middle of the pyramid—and someday, the top.

TONY SMERCINA is the executive vice president of Pursuant Fundraising Services. Tony has more than 20 years of
experience in major and mid-level fundraising. He can be reached at tony.smercina@pursuantgroup.com.
At PURSUANT®, we’re committed to a single purpose: serving nonprofits and helping them achieve their greatest
potential. That’s why we offer a complete range of fundraising and marketing communications services across
the entire donor relationship pyramid. Our services include interactive and social media constituent outreach,
acquisition programs, direct response communication, capital campaign counsel, and outsourced major and
mid-level giving services. We serve a wide range of outstanding nonprofit organizations including those in health
and human services, education, healthcare, fraternal organizations, churches and faith-based organizations, and
conservative political entities. Learn more about Pursuant and our family of brands (Pursuant Ketchum, Pursuant
Sports, RSI and KMA) at pursuantgroup.com.
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